A novel automated method for measuring the effect of analgesics on formalin-evoked licking behavior in rats.
The behavioral assessment of pain is essential for the analysis of pain mechanisms and the evaluation of analgesic drugs. The formalin test is one of such methods widely used as a model of injury-induced pain in rodents. This test is manually demanding and the recording of results is left to the subjectivity of the experimenters. Thus we developed a novel automated method to estimate the pharmacological response in formalin-induced licking behavior in rats using a multicolor detection technique. Two color markers were preliminarily applied to rats-yellow dye on the mouth and fluorescent green tape on the right hind paw. Behaviors of the animals were recorded from both above and below the subject, by a dual-view digital video camera system. After injection with formalin into the hind paw, rats exhibited a biphasic display of licking behavior. Licking time was measured by the sum of frames where the distance between these markers was less than an appropriate threshold of distance (TD). The split-plot analysis of variance demonstrated that the sum of squares of differences in licking time between manual and automated measurement was minimized when TD = 20mm. In addition, frames in which moving velocity of these markers is less than 2.5mm/s was neglected for calculation in order to eliminate sedative effect on the recorded data. On these conditions, subcutaneous administration of morphine in rats dose-dependently decreased formalin-elicited nociceptive responses. These results suggest that under optimal conditions the automated technique when applied to pharmacological studies are more reliable and efficient than if they are manually recorded.